From the Principal
Dear Parents and Carers,
Welcome back to an already busy term 2. Our term began with a touching
ANZAC assembly that our year 9 History students hosted. Our students once
again displayed the CARES values of respect and attitude as they actively
participated in the ceremony and acknowledged our serving Men and Women
both past and present. A special thank you to the HaSS staff who assisted with
the assembly.

Diary Dates:
26 April

Year 7 and year 11
enrolments open

23 May &
14 June

Pupil free days

1 June &
2 June

Parent teacher
online 3:15-5:00

2 June

Reconciliation
Assembly

14 June

P&C meeting

17 June

P&C trivia night

25 June

Bunnings BBQ

1 July

Reports emailed
home

Enrolments have now opened for the 2023 school year. There are important
decisions to be made by our year 10 students about which college they will
attend. I encourage you and your child to attend as many open nights as
possible in order to make your decision. Similarly year 7 enrolments are now
open and although we are not having an Information Evening parents are
welcome and are encouraged to book in for small group tours of the school. Our
Year 7 2023 Year coordinators are Elissa Campbell and Kelvin Groot Obbink.
We welcome any new families to the Belconnen area to contact us and I look
forward to seeing you and your child who is making the next move to high
school.The following link will support you with enrolment information but please
do not hesitate to call us for any of your enrolment questions. Enrolling in an ACT
Public School

This term the Education directorate has provided schools with two staff planning
days to support teachers with time for assessment, reporting and curriculum
preparation which have been impacted as a result of staffing shortages due to
Covid. A letter was emailed to parents outlining the details of these days on the
6th May. The Staff planning days are to be 23rd May and 14th June. We request
that parents make alternative arrangements for their children on these dates.
Students who are unable to stay home will be supervised to access the ACT
Education Directorate Learning Resources. Please confirm via email
info@canberrahs.act.edu.au if your child will be attending school on one or both
of these days.
Our House SHAPE shirts have finally arrived and can be purchased at
MacDonald’s Uniform Shop at Jamison Centre. This year is a transition year as
we move to the House shirts so the Green SHAPE shirt is still a suitable shirt to
have for PE.
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Principal Continued
ECE (Extra Curriculum and Enrichment) has commenced this term and it is a great opportunity for students
to choose an activity in their interest area outside of the curriculum. There are also many opportunities for
students to be involved in many activities this term including sport, excursions and lunchtime activities. I
encourage students to take advantage of these opportunities offered.
Our girls in F1 Racing will compete virtually in the National Finals next week. Four presentations will be
given via teleconference and they will enter three cars. The girls have done an outstanding job in preparing
for this event which included organising sponsorship, engineering their car and an advertising pitch.
I
would also like to take this opportunity to commend and thank Paul Kinsella who has supported and
coached the girls through the whole process. Paul will be finishing up with us at Canberra High School at
the end of next week and we wish him well on his new endeavours.
There have been many sporting highlights since the last newsletter and the SHAPE team will highlight
those achievements later in the newsletter but I would like to congratulate all of the students who have
participated in a school sport and represented our school.
This week students in year 7 and 9 undertook NAPLAN online across 3 days. NAPLAN provides teachers
with important information on student learning and aids in their discussions and planning for providing
targeted interventions for all students. Thank you to Karen Brown, Mary Philip, Martyn Call and Zac Hain
for their organisation. During the NAPLAN testing time year 8 and 10 students participated in an alternate
program. The year 8 students focused on resilience and team building and year 10 focused on pathways
such as college and work. Thank you to the year 8 and 10 coordinators and Lorelie Choy for facilitating
these workshops.
In week 6 on 1st and 2nd June we will be providing an opportunity for parents to discuss their child’s
learning progress via online parent teacher interviews. Emails will be sent to parents inviting them to a
conversation and providing them with an opportunity to book with relevant teachers.
Celebrating our CARES values of Community, Attitude, Respect, Excellence and Safety and our mission
statement of engaging and innovative learning, nurturing respectful relationships, fostering a growth
mindset and providing pathways for students to succeed is extremely important to the Canberra High
School community. One way that we are acknowledging this is through the awarding of House points that
contribute to the Battle of the Houses in term 3 and the overall House shield at the end of the year. Staff
are acknowledging individuals when they are displaying the CARES values in class, on the playground, at
the bus stop and on excursions to name a few. I have asked staff to acknowledge those ACE classes who
are consistently in uniform or are all on time for ACE in the mornings. Students who are demonstrating the
CARES values are contributing to House points and House spirit. The current House point scores are
below. It is very close and there are lots of opportunities for students to contribute in many different ways.
Thank you for supporting a great start to term 2.
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House Points
LYONS

DENMAN

1440

1402

GOWRIE

FISHER

1352

1294

2023 Year 7 Year Co-ordinators
Hi, we are Elissa and Kelvin and we are incredibly excited to be
the year 7 coordinators at Canberra High for 2023. We have
been members of this wonderful school for several years now
and consider it a fantastic honour to be able to be the ones that
will provide guidance and support for the newest members of
this school. You will find Kelvin in the Science department
instilling a sense of curiosity and wonder about the natural world
and Elissa applies her incredible expertise to animate our
students in the performing arts. We are looking forward to
having the opportunity to meet you and getting to know your
young person during our time together at Canberra High
School.
Please do not hesitate to contact us should you have any
questions about your child starting their high school journey.
Kelvin: kelvin.grootobbink@ed.act.edu.au
Elissa: elissa.campbell@ed.act.edu.au
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ARTIST OF THE MONTH - APRIL

Our Artists of the Month for April are Alyssa Forrest Yr 10, Abbey The Yr 9 and Olgierd Kuss Yr 9.
Alyssa created a pair of love heart-shaped, engraved earrings in Mr Zanga’s Jewellery Technology class. Abby’s submission
highlighted the role of technology in her Pop Culture assessment in Ms Timpson’s class. Olgierd performed an outstanding
monologue in Ms Campbell’s Drama Workshop class. Congratulations to all these students.
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ARTIST OF THE MONTH - May

Our Artist of the Month is Laneah Kikkert in Year 9. She had her beautiful design laser-engraved on the top of
her timber footstool in her Wood Tech class. Laneah created this design herself in a digital program called
Gravit, and has used Canberra High’s brand new laser printer to implement it! The design Laneah created is a
Polynesian print. Laneah wanted to include a slice of her culture into her footstool, including the name
Falemaka, relating to her Mum’s Polynesian background.

Congratulations, Laneah! We look forward
to seeing new submissions for upcoming
Artist of the Month awards!

SOUTHERN CROSS CLUB- DONATION DINING!
Did you know when you dine at the Canberra Southern Cross Club (Jamison, Tuggeranong, Woden or the Yacht
Club Yarralumla), 7.5% of your meal and beverage value can be donated back to Canberra High School P&C?
Connect your membership card to our school at a local Club, or use this link to sign up online:
https://csccmarketing.wufoo.com/forms/zdxib9k0ti0h33/
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MENTAL HEALTH AMBASSADOR UPDATE
Lifeline Ambassadors Training Workshop
Going through tough times? Stress, anxiety and feeling down can affect anyone and in fact it happens to a lot of
us at some point in our lives. We all have good days and bad days. However, if you're feeling sad, down or
anxious and these feelings have started to affect what you would normally enjoy or do, then it's important to find
out what's going on and what you can do about it. In fact, one in four young people experience similar feelings
and/or any of these issues.

As well as all the staff members within the school, students can
freely access peer supports via the CHS Mental Health
Ambassadors. The primary role of the CHS Mental Health
Ambassadors students is to help raise awareness of mental
health in young people, encourage help-seeking behaviours and
help further establish a positive culture around mental health in
Canberra High School.
Students involved with the Mental Health Ambassador program,
who have recently completed a two-day workshop run by Lifeline,
helping to support their fellow students throughout the school for
the rest of this year, 2022 include: - Charlie Stockings, Rachel
Fakan, Angie Chanatrutiphan, Jane Hohoi, Anya Khan, Fae
Indrele, Aysha Chandra, Sonia Simons, Bella Toseland, Gabriel
Thomson, Alex
Nguyen,
Finn
Crombie
&
Thomas
Menzies-Stegbauer.
During the two-day Lifeline workshop, students receive training
around how to notice and support young people in need,
connecting young people to mental health providers like our
school counsellor, school nurse and/or our pastoral care team.
The Mental Health Ambassador program helps to strengthen the
bond between young people within our school community. It
empowers them to protect and look out for one another, whilst
making the school community a positive mental health promoting
school

Paul Simmons
Youth Support Worker
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JLP Mountain Biking Club
Canberra High School has a lively mountain
biking club that was started in 2012 by the
late Justin Lenehan (the Justin Lenehan
Project). JLP is for students that are
interested in all things bikes, from bike
maintenance to how to ride properly,
efficiently and safely. The group explores
different areas in Canberra such as the Bruce
Ridge, the Arboretum and Mount Stromlo.

Newcomers are more than welcome and heavily
encouraged. Due to the recent issues surrounding
Covid-19, JLP hasn't been able to commence but
they are starting to ride again this term. They ride
fortnightly on a Wednesday after school from 3pm
to 4:30pm. If you are interested please come and
see either Mr Hartgers or Mr Maloney.
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GREEN TEAM
The Green Team are a student-run organisation at Canberra High who come up with fantastic
ideas to make our school more sustainable and environmentally friendly.
One of the main things that they have been doing around the
school is creating colour coded bins to remind us to put our
rubbish in the correct bins. These multicoloured bins have been
placed all around the school to everyone's convenience and the
Green Team asks that you make sure that you use the correct bin.
The red bin is for landfill; these are things that cannot be recycled
such as soft plastics and chip packets. The yellow bin is for
co-mingled recycling, similar to the yellow bins at your own home.
The final bin is the green bin; this is for the 10 cent cans and
bottles such as the Glee cans and milk cartons.
These 10 cent recycling bins can also be found at the front of the
canteen in House groups. Each can and bottle goes towards House
points and will be emptied every Friday. Last year the cans and bottles
collection raised up to $3,802.60! So please make sure that you are
putting them in your House groups.

Here is an article about the recycling competition that HerCanberra has written commending the Green Team
on their fantastic efforts to reduce litter in the school.

Green Team would like to say a big thank you to all the students who helped out on Clean Up Australia Day.
Gowrie picked up the most pieces of rubbish and earned 100 House points. A House point was given to each
student that came. We would also like to congratulate the Year 10s for having the highest number of students
attend; 71. Once again a big thank you to all the students and staff that assisted on the day.
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Period Project / Interact club
On the 27th of April 2022, the Cramp Champ team
from Canberra High School met with Minister for
Education and Early Childhood Development, Yvette
Berry, to discuss progress on the implementation of
the project to end period poverty in schools. The
program came out of a successful pitch at an
International Women’s Day event in 2021.
The agenda of the meeting with the minister included
topics such as an analysis of the data collected about
the trial and feedback from surveys. An update was
sought as to the time frames for the roll-out of the
program into other schools, as the girls were very
excited to be given the opportunity to directly talk to
the minister about their plans.
The minister has requested a report be drafted
outlining the program, to inform other schools about
the experience, and to share with them the lessons
learned.
-

Rachel F and Amelia T, Year 10

The Interact Club at Canberra High has been a
consistent contributor to our school and wider
community. This year due to COVID restrictions, the
Interact Club has not been running. Recently some of
the Year 10 students have asked Mr Dunne to be the
supporting teacher and to start meetings again. Our
first meeting for 2022 will be held on Thursday week B
at lunch and we will be deciding important roles in the
club as well as our first fundraising event. We’d love
to see some new students join our great team!
From left to right: Emily H, Becy C, Sarah P, Amelia T, Emily C

-

Sarah P, Year 10
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LEAD NEWS
There are many exciting events being planned in LEAD, a leadership
program for year 10 students. LEAD students constantly display Leadership,
Empathy, Action and Direction, and strive to increase these and the
C.A.R.E.S. values (Community, Attitude, Respect, Excellence and Safety).
They aim to involve Canberra High School in many famous charity events,
such as the World’s Greatest Shave and Relay for Life. There are also plans
to have school-wide fundraisers for local, national and international causes.
The LEAD students will also be attending a two-day excursion in Sydney
later this term to build their leadership skills. On the first day they will
complete some challenges where they will build their communication,
teamwork, resilience and confidence. On the second day the LEAD students
will attend the Stand Tall event, a one-day TEDx style conference held in the
ICC Sydney Theatre. At the event the LEAD students will hear inspirational
stories and messages of hope from a range of speakers, including world
class athletes and popular musicians. The aim of the Stand Tall event is to
teach effective wellbeing lessons and give advice for how to develop their
motivation, perspective and decision making skills. This is a very exciting
opportunity for the LEAD students to learn about leadership and to bond as
a group, and is something all the students are very excited to attend.
-

Emily C, Year 10
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Maths News
In Maths at Canberra High, all students complete work to demonstrate the achievement standards from the
Australian curriculum. Currently each year is busily working on their class topics. Year 7 is finishing up with Algebra,
and they are about to start work on Cartesian planes and transformations. Year 8s are almost done with patterns
and algebra, and have been using Desmos (an online graphing calculator), which teaches them connections
between the graphs and equations of lines in a fun and hands-on way. They are about to start rates, ratios, fractions
and percentages. Year 9 are working on surface area and volume, and will be moving into exploring Pythagoras’s
theorem. FInally, Year 10 is exploring expanding and factorising in algebra, and starting to use quadratic equations
for problem solving.

WHAT’S ON IN MATHS?
The Computational and Algorithmic Thinking (CAT) competition was held last week. The competition is aimed at
encouraging curiosity and promoting algorithmic and computational learning. There were 35 entries across the
school. The Maths Challenge also finished last week, and over 100 students completed a 3 week task which
involved solving 6 difficult questions. Each problem has several parts that may have taken some time to solve.
Students had to individually write up their own solutions for each problem. Coming up there’s Maths Enrichment
and the Maths Competition. The Maths Enrichment will start in 2 weeks for those Inspire students who have
entered, and the Maths Competition will take place in term 3. Notes for the Maths Competition will be sent home
soon.
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Maths From the Archive
1986
We were looking back at
some old newsletters in the
school archives, and came
across this Family Maths
challenge from 1986. It’s
amazing to think that 36
years ago, families would
sit around the table solving
maths challenges together!
I bet that doesn’t happen
much anymore! Grab your
family, and have a go at
finding the value of different
words. How well do you
know the number of each
letter in the alphabet? Do
you think Canberra will be
the most expensive capital
city in Australia?
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CANTEEN NEWS
With the change of management in the Canteen
and its new, fresh image, it was only fitting that the
Canberra High canteen was given a name of its
own. Last term, students were asked to submit their
name ideas, then a school-wide vote was
conducted to select the best name. After much
consideration and the involvement of many
Canberra High students, the canteen’s new name is
the C.A.R.E.S. CAFE, named by Sahishna
Duggirala in Year 7. This term the C.A.R.E.S. CAFE
has released several new menu items, including the
Mac & Cheese, Spaghetti and the Mystery Boxes.
With a wider selection of products and many more
non-pre order meal options available, the
C.A.R.E.S. CAFE has had outstanding success
amongst the students at Canberra High School,
and the canteen team looks forward to further
developments and regular additions to the canteen
menu.

Click here to see our C.A.R.E.S Cafe canteen video ad
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English News
Term 2 in English is already a busy one, with classes getting stuck into a range of texts new and old such as
‘A Long Walk to Water’ (year 7), ‘The Whole Business with Kiffo & the Pitbull (year 8), ‘The Outsiders’ (year 9)
and ‘Of Mice & Men’ (year 10). There are also classes undertaking units of study in Advertising & Critical
Literacy (year 8) and Life Writing (year 9), as well as a range of short stories and plays. In short, we are
enjoying investigating how all these different texts use language to portray important messages and social
issues.

Competitions & activities to get involved in
this term include:
Plain English Speaking Awards
A nation wide competition which allows
students to show off their prepared and
impromptu public speaking skills. The ACT
finals will be later this term and we will be
entering 2 students from years 9 or 10 from
CHS. See Mr Crossman or Ms Pellow if you
are interested.
Chief Minister’s Reading Challenge
Is ongoing – keep reading & recording your
books, you have until week 5 term 3 to
submit your entries. Chat to your English
teacher or Ms Horvath for more information.
Dorothea Mackellar Poetry Competition
The longest running school poetry
competition in Australia. If you like writing
poetry & want to win cash prizes plus a
chance to have your poem/s published see
Ms Pellow in the English staffroom, or talk to
your English teacher.
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ECE - Around the School
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ECE - Around the School

Hi, I’m Laura the School Youth Health Nurse. I’m in Student
Services on Mondays and Thursdays and available to
support all students. Some specific things I can talk to
students about include sexual health, menstruation, drugs
and alcohol, school/home concerns and general health and
wellbeing. Please feel free to get in contact with me if you
have any questions or concerns. You can book in to see me
by scanning the QR code and sending a text or email or
students are welcome to drop by my office to book an
appointment.
Thanks
Laura Jermyn

Laura.jermyn@act.gov.au
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Science News
Year 9 students have been studying Geology, in
particular the structure of the Earth and the causes
and effects of tectonic plate movement. To further
explore this topic, some students looked at the
structure and layers of a Ferrero Rocher and
compared them with the earth.
Two groups of girls from Year 9 and 10 have just
recently started the BRInC (Biomechanics
Research and Innovation Challenge) program.
Students will work with an external mentor to solve
modern biomechanics issues. Year 9 Science
students have been challenging themselves in
many different areas and thoroughly enjoy the time
they spend in their Science classrooms.
-

Annabelle R, Year 9

When we returned from school holidays, Year 8’s first
topic of the semester was the World of Biology and how
the human body and cells operate. In the first lesson the
Year 8s looked at the similarities and differences in cell
types and how their structure significantly helped that
specialised skill. An example includes the red blood
cells that have a doughnut physique to carry more
oxygen and nutrients in larger amounts per surface.
After we learned about specialised cells we memorised
stem cells, where we learned that stem cells are the
basis for all other specialised cells and how this can be
used to treat leukaemia and other diseases, but that this
treatment is still being developed. We also did a short
class on the heart where we got to dissect it and a fish
during a lesson. One of the scientific experiments we did
was to see how exercise affects our heartbeats per
minute where we collected data. The last lesson we did
was studying how the digestive system worked and we
got to see what the chemicals inside us do overall. It
was a fun and interesting introduction to the fantastic
world of Biology and we hope to further expand our
knowledge in the future terms.
-

Emillie G H, Year 8
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Science News
In Year 7, our Science teachers have taught
us safety around the lab, how to use a
bunsen burner, mixtures, evaporation and
resources. We now know the basics of
Science; more in depth we have been
learning how to evaporate the water out of
salt, separate mixtures, and figure out the
resources and if it’s sustainable or not.
-

Elgin P, Year 7

In Year 10 Science, Term 1 we explored the field of Biology,
more specifically, heredity and evolution. We learnt about
the processes that support these topics through looking at
punnett squares, traits, DNA, patterns of inheritance (such
as dominant and recessive inheritance), the theory of
evolution, natural selection and more. We learnt about the
evidence regarding certain theories that account for the
origin of the universe and variation and diversity of life on
Earth. In Term 2 we are building on our past Chemistry
knowledge from Year 9 and furthering our understanding of
chemical reactions and the periodic table.
This term we are aiming to understand and explain how
chemical reactions are utilised to create certain products.
Furthermore, we are looking into how the rates of reactions
are influenced by different factors. These factors include
temperature, volume, surface area, catalysts, pressure and
concentration. Aside from chemical reactions we are also
going to be learning more about the periodic table. More
specifically, we will be analysing how the elements are
organised on the periodic table and use that knowledge to
predict which elements contain what properties. The first
semester unit of Year 10 science covers two very different
but equally interesting topics in Biology and Chemistry.
-

By Chloe M, Year 10
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EAL/D And The Library
English as an Additional Language or Dialect (EAL/D)
sessions operate as optional drop-in sessions across
different class lines for students at all levels of English
language learning. Students negotiate with their
teachers about what work they need support with, and
attend the sessions as needed. Occasional in-class
support is available when needed, and EAL/D teachers
will help students drafting work via email when they
cannot attend sessions. EAL/D students have access to
an EAL/D Google Classroom page where they can contact
EAL/D classrooms and access reminders about the
sessions.
EAL/D sessions are on:
Week A Monday Line E and Wednesday Line F
Week B Monday Line F and Tuesday Line D
Penelope.Jordan@ed.act.edu.au
The Library is open at lunch times, every day,
for students to relax and play board games, to
read and to study.
The Library is also used for different classes
during the school day. Students can borrow
books and use computers.
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HaSS News

(formerly ‘sose’)

At the end of last term, the Year 7 HaSS classes were visited by a team from the ANU
Canberra Archaeology Society.
Elisa, Philippa and Joshua talked to us about their jobs as archaeology, and the
importance of archaeology in telling us about the distant past.
We learned about different spears and other weapons, the importance of location of
rocks, and all about the ancient megafauna that used to roam the earth (massive
wombats!)
This tied in with our studies of Historical Skills, and we enjoyed the visit from working
experts.
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Anzac Day Assembly
This year we commemorated the 104th anniversary of the end of World War One through an
Anzac Assembly run by our Year 9 History students. The focus was on the contribution of our
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples who have served Australia in times of war and
peacekeeping. More than 1000 Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples served in the
First World War, including at Gallipoli. More than 4000 served in the Second World War and
300 Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples served in the Vietnam War, though the real
numbers are probably higher.
A big thanks to the presenters Olgierd K, Ella H, Matthew E, Hugh W, Melanie-Rose G, Qian
V, Emma K and Afryna Y, and Lucy YT for playing the Last Post and The Rouse.
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Meet Laura the School Health Nurse
with Queenie and Maia

What do you do in your job?
I am the school nurse. My job is to see school-based children and adolescents,
to provide support and health needs and mental health and well being within schools.
It can include a large range of things. I have conversations about drugs and alcohol. Sexual education is also a
big one. Also friends, family and peer groups and any issues, including supporting family things at home.
Mental health is not my primary role as there is a school psychologist for that area. However, I do provide support
for the not so severe mental health issues, such as anxiety, low mood and depression. I do not do ongoing
therapy with students. My biggest role is referring students to the relevant agencies. For example, if a student is
unwell and needs to see a doctor I can help them to find a doctor or I can speak to the parents about seeing a
doctor. If a student needs to see a psychologist I can make a referral for them. I can provide drug, alcohol and
sexual health education in my room or within the school. Sometimes SHAPE might ask me to do health class work
with the students.
What do you do for students?
My role is about supporting young people and giving them access to healthcare. The biggest thing I can do is to
provide students with a confidential space. Students do not need parents’ permission to see me in the same way
as the school psychologist. I have an open door policy, so students can see me whenever I am in the school. It is
a confidential service, unless I am worried about a student's safety, in which case I will contact the parents. It
provides a student with a positive interaction with a healthcare provider. Sometimes a young person has never
seen a doctor by themselves, so it gives them the right to come to see me and we can make a plan. Sometimes it
is just support, someone to talk to and to listen and give validation. Sometimes a student might need support to
communicate with teachers.
When did you start working at Canberra High School?
I started at Canberra High School at the beginning of the year but I have been doing the job for four years,
working in other high schools before this one. Previously I worked in a hospital as a nurse.
Do you like having this job?
Yes, I do. I really enjoy young people and working with them. I wish this was a thing that was available when I was
at school. I think I am still young enough to relate to young people but old enough to be a bit wiser to be able to
help them. I think I really enjoy the job.
How do you help students?
I think about what I do in my job a lot and I refer students a lot of the time. There are so many different agencies
and resources in Canberra that people don’t know about. If there is an issue I will always try to find a solution, or
come to something that makes it better for the student. The student comes to me with the problem and I try to
help them feel a bit better about the issue, or we put a plan in place to help make things a bit better.

For an appointment
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TSG Q&A with Queenie and Maia
What is the TSG?
The TSG is a Targeted Small Group program at Canberra High School. We currently
have two TSG classrooms. One is near the library and the other is in the Technology
block. We have ten core students and several others who access the space.
Who works in the TSG?
Mr Walker and Mrs
Hennessy work in the
TSG with the support of
an LSA, Mary.

Who is in the TSG?
The TSG supports students with
identified educational needs.
The TSG provides a diverse
space for a more individualised
learning experience.
The students in the TSG do the
same core classes as other
students. They participate in
modified Maths, English,
Science and SOSE classes. The
students also do elective and
SHAPE classes.
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SHAPE News
Regional inter-school sport and representative sport
are back on!!! Students need to ensure they listen to the
daily notices for team trials and trainings. Daily notices
are also emailed to students. Sign Up sheets are
posted on the SHAPE notice board.

Upcoming Regional inter-school competitions.
Week 5
Girls Volleyball years 7-10 – Wednesday 25th May
Week 7
Boys Volleyball years 7-10 - Wednesday 8th June
Combined Region Cross Country years 7-10
Monday 6th June. Students will be asked to sign
up to participate in this event as we are not holding
a Cross Country Carnival before this event.
Week 8
ACT Cross Country - Wednesday 15th June
Boys Rugby League - Thursday 16th June
Week 9
Girls Rugby League - Thursday 23rd June
ACT Volleyball finals - Friday 24th June
Week 10
Girls Rugby League finals day - Thursday 30th June
Kelly Gooch - Sports Coordinator
kelly.gooch@ed.act.edu.au

SHAPE is off to a colourful flyer this term (in a good
way). Students are now being expected to wear
their SHAPE uniform tops in class due to COVID
restrictions easing. As a result we are seeing lots of
Red, Yellow, Blue and Green tops in our classes.
This is adding an exciting element to our house
points system as well as some very strong house
patriotism and competition in class.
Shirts have been available at McDonalds in Jamison
and they have been selling very quickly. Please
check with them about availability. If you are having
trouble sourcing a SHAPE top for your child, please
speak with their SHAPE teacher about alternative
arrangements.
Our expectation is that we will have all students in
the school wearing a house shirt in SHAPE, House
days and carnivals by the beginning of 2023.

Snow Australia ACT/Southern NSW regional interschools snow sports championships
Registrations open soon for the Snow Australia ACT/Southern NSW regional interschools snow sports
championships.
The dates of the events are Monday 18th July and Tuesday 19th July for ski alpine, skier cross and moguls,
and Wednesday 20th July for snowboard giant slalom and snow board cross, at Perisher.
If you are an intermediate or above skier/snowboarder and would like to compete for your school, please
contact Mr Lambert who will provide you contact details for the school coordinator. Entry fees apply, and further
details can be provided after expressing interest.
graeme.lambert@ed.act.edu.au

SHAPE News
ACT School Sport are now advertising sports that are trialling for upcoming National
competitions. Please keep an eye on the ACT School Sport website and Facebook page for
updates.
Current sports that have trials coming up:
Basketball – U12 boys and girls, U18 girls. Boys to be announced very soon.
Australian Football – U15 boys and girls, U12 boys and girls
Baseball – U18 girls and boys
Football (Soccer) – U18 boys and girls
Golf – U12 boys and girls, U18 boys and girls
Hockey – U16 boys and girls
Swimming – U12 boys and girls, U19 boys and girls, Multiclass
Tennis – U12 boys and girls, U18 girls and boys
Touch Football – U15 girls, U12 girls and boys
Volleyball – U15 girls and boys
Kelly Gooch - Sports Coordinator
kelly.gooch@ed.act.edu.au

Seve de Campo will be connecting with
Year 7-10 Athlete Development Program
students on 25/05/2022 11:15 AM, as
part of Olympics Unleashed.
The students will learn from Seve de
Campo's Olympic journey how to build
resilience, the importance of setting
goals and how to find what you are
passionate about.

Students will hear firsthand from Seve de Campo about how
they overcame challenges to compete in their chosen sport at
the very highest level, and how some lessons they’ve learned in
sport can help students to be the best they can be – whether
that’s in school, at home, on the sporting field or with friends.
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AFL Gala Day
On Tuesday 2nd May, the AFL school sport
carnival was held at Amaroo playing fields.
We had two representative teams go out on
the day: a girls and a boys with participants
from year 7, 8 and 9. Even though we had
some unfortunate injuries, which resulted in
some athletes not being able to participate,
we still loved the opportunity to support our
CHS teams!
The results from the day were outstanding!
The girls lost their first game against John
Paul College by a close 3 points, They then
went on to win a great game against Saint
Francis Xavier College, with the score line
within 5 points. To get into the grand final the
girls had to win against Lyneham high school,
but unfortunately they lost by just a goal.
Overall, the girls played really well, even with
injured players and girls that haven’t had
much AFL background. Notable mentions to:
Imogen F, Scarlett W and Holly R for best on
ground performances, great sportsmanship
and consistently giving second, third and
even fourth efforts. Also a big thank you to
Jeremy Foster who helped out with the goal
umpiring on the day.
The boys started slowly with a 1 point win over JPC before finding form and easily beating SFX and
Lyneham in the final two pool rounds. In a rematch with SFX in the final they were able to come away
with a 5 point win, which means they now go to the ACT final against the winner of the South Side
competition. The boys played exceptionally well as a team but special mention goes to the backline who
only conceded 29 points across the four games.
All in all it was a successful day for Canberra High School. The weather was great compared to the
normal Amaroo Saturday morning weather as we all had t-shirts and shorts (no jackets needed!), and
everyone had tons of fun. Thank you to Miss Summerville and Mr Iemma for coaching the school teams,
the day could not have been done without you!
Written by Jade B and Abby R Yr 8

Outdoor Pursuits Surf Camp
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Outdoor Pursuits Surf Camp
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Meet Sam
An Interview with our Indigenous Education Officer
Sam Richards By Queenie and Maia

When did you start at CHS?
I started working here in October 2021.
Previously I worked at Gold Creek School for 2 ½ years, I wanted a change of school. Canberra High
School had been looking for an Indigenous Education Officer for a while. I accepted the position. I wanted
to implement new things at CHS. I knew there was some good work going on with Cultural Integrity and I
wanted to be able to come in and continue the good work and build on it further.

Do you like having this job?
It is a very rewarding job. To see the change in classrooms when teaching indigenous history compared to
10 to 15 years ago when I was at school is exciting.

What do you do in your role?
The main role is to support, and train staff in school in embedding Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
perspective in classrooms and curriculum. I also meet with students to build relationships with Aboriginal
Torres Strait Islander community and families.
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Technology News

VET Construction
VET Construction is a vocational education-based subject, meaning students receive a certification in
recognition of the training that they receive during this course. VET Construction is a hands-on subject
that covers a wide range of construction-based fields in engaging activities with real world
applicability.

These photos showcase some of the
interesting things these students have been
doing in this class. The image to the left shows
students constructing a wall to hang tools that
are used in this class. The photos below and to
the bottom left show students constructing
furniture which is going to be used in other
technology classes. This provides a dual
opportunity for students to learn construction
skills as well as providing their work for the
benefit of their and others’ classes.
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Technology News
White Card and Asbestos Training
Students who wish to work in construction require a certification called a White Card (or a general
construction induction card) if they wish to carry out work on construction sites. Many sites also
require workers to have asbestos training to be completed for health and safety reasons. Our
school provides both White Card and Asbestos Training to students who are interested in pursuing
these qualifications which allow them to start to open doors into careers to do with construction.

Above: Students participating in the White Card and Asbestos Training course
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Technology News

Formula 1 in Schools
Our school has teams who participate in a
design competition which involves
designing and constructing a car using
aerodynamic considerations to achieve the
fastest time down a 20m track using CO2
canisters as propulsion devices. These
cars race against other teams from
different schools in massive competitions,
and they can achieve speeds of 55-65 kph.
In February, Toni Kuss and Hrishi Tudi
came first in the Cadet class competition
and Sanvi Valsangikar, Elke Yee, Darcy
Henwood and Ora de Silva came 3rd in
Dev class, which means they will
participate in the national tournament over
the 16th-20th of May, which will be held
digitally for COVID-19 reasons.

Top: Car on 20m drag track. It takes
1.1 seconds to race.
Left: Wooden car body being
constructed.
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Words of Wisdom from
1986
Back in the good old days when there were three terms instead of four, the
newsletter was called ‘Words of Wisdom’ and they had bush dances and discos
for only a buck!! During the days of 1986, the student records were kept on small
cardboard files, which meant that they could easily be stolen… which, low and
behold, eventually ended up happening…
Written by Olwyn D and Mim S
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Arts News
Band Programs
The Year 8 Band, Senior Band (years 9&10) and
the Jazz Band are preparing to perform at the
Sydney Eisteddfod and complete a recorded
performance for the Canberra Eisteddfod which
is unfortunately not going ahead in person.

Open Mic Fridays

CHAMP - Canberra High Afternoon
Music Program

Open Mic Fridays are an opportunity for
students (and sometimes teachers!) to
perform in front of an audience of students.
They are held every Friday week B at lunch
in the inner quad or the hall if bad weather
occurs. Talk to Mr Crispin if you are
interested in performing. Anyone can
perform anything, so come along and either
show off your skills or have some fun
watching!

CHAMP is a program that offers music tutors for
private lessons during school hours. The lessons
are provided by Canberra Music Tuition and
cover a wide variety of band instruments as well
as piano, singing, and guitar. Anyone who is
interested can contact CMT directly on 6251
4109 or fill out the CHAMP form under the
Excellence tab on the school website.
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Visual Arts
We are doing a watercolour unit in Year 8 Visual Art now. My previous drawing practice is helping greatly due to
the fact that I now can control base shapes better. Watercolour is a beautiful media because it flows better than
thick paint like acrylic and we have around two weeks to practise before we start our final tasks. I have been
experimenting with watercolours and trying different techniques in my visual art diary, drafting for my final
artwork. The only challenging part of my practice now is selecting the subject matter, so I painted whatever I
liked first to decide my choices for final work. I am satisfied with my progress and definitely going to start my
final work next week. I am looking forward to the completion of my watercolour task and I am confident that I will
learn so much from this unit.
Written by Livvy M Yr 8

I got back late from the Easter holidays and I am a bit behind everyone else on the start of this watercolour unit.
I am excited to experiment with my watercolour skills. Even though I have only had three lessons on this subject,
I have already done more than enough paintings to fill an art gallery. So far I have fallen in love with landscape
paintings in a mythical East Asian style; I love to experiment with the more fine brushes and to blend with the
larger ones. If I could have a choice I would choose to do this subject forever.
Written by Noah R Yr 8

By Olivia M
By Noah R
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Media Arts
Film Photography

Film Photography is flourishing! Throughout the semester we
have been developing our photo taking, on film, and creating
working pinhole cameras from scratch! We get to work in the
classroom but also wander around the school expanding our
creative personalities by looking for inspiration and capturing
special moments. We have also worked in the dark room
getting to explore what the chemicals do to the film, not only
individually but in pairs, trios, and groups. Overall this course
has been a very enjoyable experience.
Monique M & Hannah K Yr 9

Over the first term of Film Photography photos have been created and techniques have been learned. We
started the year by being introduced to the darkroom and equipment. After that Mr Kay taught us all about the
basic principles of film. We were then allowed to create a Sunprint using the techniques that we had previously
been taught. After that first Sunprint we experimented with different placements of objects and longer
exposure times to create several Sunprints for our Visual Art Diary. Once we were done with that we moved
onto the history of photography. Learning about all the different ways that photography has changed over the
course of several centuries, from the most basic of cameras in the 1800s to the complex digital photography of
the modern era. We then moved into the darkroom to start creating some Rayographs. This process involves
placing a piece of photographic paper under an enlarger, placing objects on it and using the enlarger to
expose the photographic paper to light. After making several Rayographs we constructed our very own pinhole
cameras out of tins, black paper and tape. We then spent a few weeks taking photos with the cameras and
developing them in the darkroom. At the beginning of term 2 we were given a proper film camera that takes
35mm film. After learning how to use them we were given several lessons to go around the school and take
photos in our groups. The most recent thing that we have been taught is how to develop the film. The process
involves a lot of equipment that you have to handle and use inside of a film changing bag. The film is then put
though the chemical process to bring the latent image on to the film. Film photography has been an absolute
blast for everyone in the class and we are all curious as to what we will do next.
By Jeremy H Yr 10
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Media Arts
Bill E Yr 10

Makhosi Z Yr 10

‘It’s not about the destination, it’s
about the journey that gets you there’
can be interpreted as focusing on
the journey and not the destination.
Happiness is not found in finishing it
but doing it. Reaching your
destination is just a moment in time,
but travelling towards your destination
is every moment in time.

Laura U and Milana K Yr 10

April T Yr 10

Photomedia
I’ve been taking this class for just over a term now and what
I’ve learnt is beyond anything I ever imagined. Photomedia
Industries has been such an amazing opportunity for
everyone in this class. I’ve learnt how to edit on Adobe
Premiere Pro, how to use video cameras and how to
manage and set up tripods. We’ve also learnt how to work
in teams for tight deadlines, skills that will be extremely
helpful in the future. We have learned how to work in teams
and how to use our strengths and weaknesses to our
advantage. I have had so much fun working with people
I never thought I would, something that I have loved most
about this class. We have also been able to contribute to
the school community by making short videos for both Meet
the Teacher Interviews and Introduction to Electives at
Canberra High School, as well as this very newsletter.
Seeing your work showcased and used around the school
is a rewarding feeling. This class has sparked a surprising
interest in Photo Media and I am more than grateful that
I was given this opportunity.
Mim S Yr 10
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Video Production & Making Movies
Making Movies
In Making Movies students are in the process of producing
scary movies and learning the techniques to create
suspense. Term 1 students developed their skills by
working on camera techniques and scene analysis. They
are now in the pre-production phase finalising their scripts,
scouting for shooting locations, deciding on actors and
planning. Drama Workshop students joined the class this
term to add more room for acting and they are also
contributing to the stories with a lot of creative ideas.
Drama Workshop students had been developing their
skills in Explorative Strategies and Horror in order to play
in the 6 movies that are going to be produced by the end
of Term 2. We are looking forward to watching the final
productions during the premier in June.
Ms Halas and Ms Campbell

Video Production
Video Production is one of my favourite
classes that I do at school. I learnt the
techniques of film production and although it
is rather difficult it always provides an
entertaining challenge that teaches me a lot
of important skills about the video creation
process. As a one-person group, the process
of making a video for an assignment is quite
a bit harder than for the other groups. A large
amount of filming techniques are incredibly
difficult for me to do, as I have to record
myself while the camera stays still. This
means I have to get really creative, and
teach myself extra editing skills.
Emma K Yr 9
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Languages - Mandarin
At Canberra High School, our Mandarin program
provides opportunities for students to explore the
Chinese culture and language by practising
traditional Chinese painting and playing games
such as Mahjong (also pronounced as Májiàng).

Like calligraphy, traditional Chinese painting, or
guó huà (国画), is done by using a brush dipped
in black ink or coloured pigments, usually on
paper or silk. A fully completed Chinese painting
includes calligraphy, painting, poetry, name seals
and spare seals. Senior students have enhanced
their cultural understanding and literacy skills by
studying the cultural significance of the subject
matters and practising the synthesis of language
learning with art techniques. More sessions of
traditional Chinese art education will be
introduced to junior students in 2022. Here, the
students are painting traditional bamboo art.

Mahjong or Májiàng is a tile-based game that was
developed in the 19th century in China and has
spread throughout the world since the early 20th
century. It is commonly played by four players. Our
students love this game and learning about Chinese
culture. “I look forward to Fridays because that’s
when we play májiàng. It’s my favourite part of
Mandarin [class]!” says year 10 student Angie
Chanatrutiphan.
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Languages - French
This term, Year 7 French students are learning more in-depth vocabulary and expressions when talking
about their school surroundings, classroom environment and classroom objects.
Year 8 students are learning how to describe their home, rooms of the house and items of furniture
using prepositions in French. Students are also preparing for an oral presentation where they will
present their chosen house to the class.
Year 9 students are learning in class to communicate using the past tense in French so they can talk
about past events and recount stories.
Year 10 students are exploring stories in French of people from different Francophone countries to
understand the influence of French culture around the world, as well as learning more forms of past
tense and practising French conversation. They have an upcoming excursion to see a French film to
increase their understanding of French culture.

French Film Festival Excursion
This term, Year 9 and 10 students studying
French at Canberra High School will have
the opportunity to participate in an excursion
to the Palace Electric Cinema, to watch the
French film “The Fantastic Adventures of
Margot and Marguerite.” The excursion is
scheduled for Wednesday 18th May. This is
a great and exciting opportunity for students
to broaden their knowledge and experience
of French culture through film. The French
Film Festival happens once a year in March
but because of Covid isolations and
restrictions students did not have the chance
to participate for the last two years.
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